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With the increasing complexity of affairs in our modern commercial and industrial society, the need for increasing the security of transactions and acquisitions becomes more acute. One sign that this need is being felt is the growing dissatisfaction with the manner in which the jury is exercising the extravagant powers granted to it during an age when the economic interests were relatively simple and the jury was looked upon more as a bulwark against tyranny and corruption than as an efficient instrument of justice according to law. There can be little doubt that the fact that the plaintiff happens to be indigent or that the defendant is personally unpopular or is a corporation, often has far greater effect upon the jury than the abstract charge of the trial judge. The writer purposes in the present paper to discuss the development of the law relating to the submission of special interrogatories to juries, in order to ascertain to what extent this method is effective in confining the jury to its legitimate function as trier of disputed facts.
For centuries the great check on the jury was the attaint. 1 If the verdict was wrong the jury was subject to attaint, whether the error was in finding the facts or in determining their legal consequences. As it was palpably unfair to subject the jurors to the severe punishment of attaint for a bona fide error of law, they were given the privilege of returning a special verdict in civil cases, at an early period in common law history.
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There can be little doubt that the jury's fear of the attaint was far more potent in developing the special verdict than any feeling that they were incompetent to understand the law or to apply it to the facts. After the harsh and cumbersome attaint had become unworkable, the judges tried other means of mitigating the injustice resulting from verdicts which were clearly contrary to the law and the weight of the evidence. The most important of these was the growing practice of granting new trials. 3 The judges also not infrequently, either lawfully or unlawfully, ordered the jury to return a special verdict, and enforced their orders by threats, by punishment or by granting a new trial., The practice also grew up of quizzing the jury not only when they had returned a special verdict, but also occasionally when they had returned a general verdict: The English juries from time to time resisted these attempts to compel them to account for their verdicts; and in the end this resistance has apparently resulted in the complete acceptance of their view by the English courts. Under the present English practice, it is the privilege of the jury to decline to find any other than a general verdict, even though the judge requests them to give a special verdict ; and in the absence of consent of the parties and of the jury it is not proper for the trial judge to direct the jury to return answers to special questions with their general verdict 7 . After a general verdict has been returned, the trial judge is not entitled to ask any further questions of the jury for the purpose of ascertaining the grounds for the verdict8 The general tendency in this country has been to increase the power of the jury beyond all English precedents9; but in respect to special verdicts and special interrogatories we have actually decreased the power of the jury to a considerable extent. The old custom of the English judges of quizzing a jury who had returned an unexpected verdict was apparently adopted early in the judicial history of 'Massachusetts. In Pierce i. Woodward 0 it is stated that "where the judge is surprised by the verdict, it is not unusual to ask the jury upon what principle it was found". Some of the other New England states, relying on the Massachusetts precedents, soon adopted the same practice. 1 This practice was of such practical utility that it was early extended so as to allow special questions to be submitted to the jury, answers to which were to be returned with the general verdict. 12 In New York the practice of submitting to the jury special interrogatories to which answers were to be returned with the general verdict was sanctioned by the Supreme Court of that 4 Thayer, op. cit. supra note 1, at 217, 218. state prior to the adoption of the Code of Procedure of 1848.1" That code contained two sections" authorizing a continuance of this practice. These two sections are in part as follows: "the court may direct the jury to find a special verdict in writing, upon all or any of the issues; or may instruct them, if they render a general verdict, to find upon particular questions of fact, to be stated in writing, and may direct a written finding thereon." "The special verdict or finding shall be filed with the clerk, and entered upon the minutes." "Where a special finding of facts shall be inconsistent with the general verdict, the former shall control the latter, and the court shall give judgment accordingly." These sections, in common with most of the other provisions of that Code, have been copied, either directly or indirectly, in a more or less modified form, by a majority of the American state legislatures, and have been incorporated into their various codes of civil procedure. The statutes in force at the present time in twenty-nine of the American states and in the Territory of Alaska contain express provisions relating to special findings by the jury in addition to the general verdict. In twenty-two of these states and in the Territory of Alaskal", the submission of interrogatories, answers to which are to be returned with the general verdict, is discretionary with the court by the language of the statute, notwithstanding a request by one or both of the parties. The phraseology of these statutes differs to some extent, but they are all substantially to the effect that the court "may" require the jury to find specially on one or more questions of fact in any case in which they return a general verdict. The language of the statutes of the remaining seven states, 16 as to the court's duty when a party requests the submission of interrogatories, is mandatory. These statutes likewise differ in their phraseology, but are substantially to the effect that, at the request of a party, the trial court "sh '7 direct the jury to find on particular questions of fact in addition to a general verdict.
Of the tweity-nine states in which the statutes make the submission of interrogatories discretionary with the trial court, it has been held in three, namely, California, Oregon and Washington, that in so far as a refusal to submit interrogatories is concerned, the discretion is absolute and cannot be reviewed on appeal.' s The submission of improper or misleading interrogatories is obviously a more serious matter than a refusal to submit proper interrogatories; and no state has gone so far as to hold that there is no review of a submission of improper interrogatories. The Supreme Court of Oregon has apparently gone as far as any court in the direction of making the decision of the trial court final. As to the latter question, that court in White v. Wht Ict 0 said, "The nature and form of the particular questions are largely within the discretion of the trial judge, and unless it is apparent that there was a clear abuse of such discretion, or unless the question submitted even upon immaterial or inconclusive matters was palpably misleading as to the main issue, or could not be answered without danger of confusion or misrepresentation, it would not afford ground for reversal."
According to the weight of authority and what the writer believes to be the better view, the discretion vested by this group of statutes in the trial court is a discretion subject to review either as to the submission, or as to the refusal to submit interrogatories; but the action of the trial court is reversible error only in case of a clear showing that it has abused its discretion by acting arbitrarily. 0 In the seven states " in which the statutes are mandatory in form providing that, at the request of a party the court "shall" or "must" submit interrogatories, a refusal by a trial court to submit them is not reversible error unless the questions were seasonably submitted, were proper in form and substance, and were not covered by others which were submitted. 22 Under both groups of statutes the court may submit interrogatories to the jury of its own motion 23 but need not do so. 2 4 The state statutes relating to interrogatories are not within the meaning of the Federal Conformity Act, and hence are not applicable to the Federal courts.
But at least two Federal courts relying on the New England precedents, 0 independent of any statute, 2 7 have sanctioned the practice of submitting interrogatories.
Statutes authorizing interrogatories have occasionally been attacked on the ground that they abridge the constitutional right of trial by jury. In Walker v. New Mexico, and S. P. R. R. " it was contended that an act of the legislature of the then Territory of New Mexico providing for special interrogatories violated the Seventh Amendment. In answering this contention the United States Supreme Court 29 said: ",We are clearly of opinion that this territorial statute does not infringe any constitutional provision, and that it is within the power of the legislature of a territory to provide that on a trial of a common-law action the court niay, in addition to the general verdict require specific answers to special interrogatories; and, when a conflict is found between the two, render such judgment as the answers to the questions compel." Obviously such statutes do not prevent the jury from passing on disputed questions of fact. They do provide a means of checking up the verdict and hence have a tendency to make the division of functions of court and jury more effective by taking away from the jury some of its power to take the law into its own hand. But, in so far as civil cases are concerned, this power is not2, and it is submitted, should not be, protected by constitutional safeguards.
The difference between a special verdict and special findings in response to interrogatories is clearly brought out in the following extract from an opinion of the Iowa Supreme Court, 3 "There is . . . a manifest difference between a speeial verdict and the finding of the facts in answer to interrogatories propounded to the jury. A special verdict is in lieu of a general verdict, and its design is to exhibit all the ultimate facts, and leave the legal conclusions entirely to the court. . . .1Find-ings of fact in answer to interrogatories do not dispense with the general verdict. . . . A special verdict covers all the issues in the case, while an answer to a special interrogation may respond to but a single inquiry, pertaining merely to one issue, though essential to the general verdict." The great objection to the special verdict is the technical manner in which it must be formulated. Under our present system it must be "built up out of the facts shown in evidence, and that when so constructed it must on its face, taken in connection with the pleadings, constitute a technically sufficient foundation of fact for a judgment. Nothing else is to be looked to. All controverted facts not found therein are to be deemed non-existent. This means that either omissions of material facts, or employment of conclusions of law or matters of evidence instead of ultimate facts or the use of ambiguous and uncertain language will destroy the verdict as the foundation for a judgment." -2 These objections have very little force as applied to special findings accompanied by a general verdict, as judgment is entered on the general verdict in all cases in which the special finding does not state facts requiring a different result.
Most of the general principles as to the form of interrogatories are elementary and are fairly stated by the Connecticut Supreme Court of Errors as follows, "They should be so clear and concise as to be readily understood and answered by the jury. Each question should call for a finding of but a single fact. When practical, each question should be so framed as to call for a 253, 262 . Professor Sunderland ably argues for a change in the method of drafting pleadings which will enable the pleadings themselve3 to be employed without change of form as the findings of the special verdict.
categorical answer. Each question should ask for the finding of a fact and never for a conclusion of law. No question should ask for the finding of a purely evidential fact nor of an uncontroverted fact. Although not wholly covering, nor necessarily controlling, the determination of any issue framed, the fact sought to be elicited must be pertinent to some issue, and one which may be of material weight in deciding it. No interrogatory should be permitted, the response to which cannot serve either to limit or explain a general verdict or aid in the proceeding for a subsequent review of the verdict or judgment which may be rendered." "I It is held in a few jurisdictions that direct pertinent questions within'the issues should be submitted, if requested, even though the most favorable answers to them would not control a general verdict in favor of the adverse party., 4 But the majority and better view is that only those questions should be submitted which, if answered most favorably to the party requesting them, would be inconsistent with a general verdict for his adversary." In some jurisdictions each question is tested separately so that, standing by itself, it must call for an answer which would control a general verdict for the adverse party.," Such a test seems to limit unduly the usefulness of interrogatories by making it difficult, if not impossible, for the party sustaining the affirmative of several issues to use them. Under such circumstances it is submitted that it would be much better to permit the use of several short questions which, when considered together, would call for answers controlling a general verdict for the adverse party, even though each question when considered alone would not have that effect.
It is improper for the trial court to instruct the jury that if the general verdict is for the party submitting interrogatories they need not be answered.3 7 In Rhode Island it has been held 33 Freedman v. New York, N. H. and H. R. R. (1908) , Elliott, C. J. said: "There are strong reasons supporting the position that a court should not be allowed to submit interrogatories with instruction that if the general verdict is for the party submitting them, they need not be answered. In close cases it would induce weak jurors, and such there sometimes are, to yield rather than undertake the labor of answering long and difficult interrogatories; it would induce ingenious counsel to frame many and perplexing interrogatories in the hope of driving the jurors to their side, in order to escape a laborious and irksome task." to be proper for the trial court to inform the jury of the legal effect of a certain answer to a question submitted to them for a special finding2 8 But the majority rule, and the one which seems more consonant with the purpose of these statutes, is that an instruction informing the jury of the effect of a stated answer upon the ultimate result of the controversary should not be given.
In Coats v. Town of Stanton,o Mr. Justice Pinney, of the Supreme Court of Wisconsin, in stating the reason for the latter view, said, "The jury had no right to be informed how any particular answer to a special question would affect the case, or what judgment would follow in consequence of it, for to impart such information would almost necessarily defeat the object intended to be secured by a special verdict. The object of the ]aw is to secure fair and impartial answers to such questions, free from bias or prejudice in favor of either party or in favor of or against a particular result, and to guard against the danger of the result being affected or controlled by favor or sympathy, or by immaterial considerations." Following the same line of reasoning, but with less justification, some courts have held that it is reversible error to charge the jury that the special findings must conform to the general verdict. ' It is submitted that this view is too strict and is likely unduly to hamper the trial judge in his attempt to impress upon the jury the necessity of giving serious consideration to the answering of each question.
Where there is evidence bearing on a material interrogatory which is submitted, and the jury fails to answer it, or returns an answer consisting of "we don't know" or an evasive or an equivocal answer together with a general verdict, the court should require the jury to retire and return a direct answer. -2 But if the court could have properly refused to submit the question in the first instance, it is not error for it to refuse to compel the jury to give a categorical answerA An answer consisting of "we don't know" or a similar expression accepted by the court without objection is equivalent to a finding against the party having the burden of proof. 44 Of the thirty American jurisdictions 4 " which have statutes relating to special interrogatories, all except Arizona and Rhode Island expressly provide that, if a special finding of fact is inconsistent with a general verdict, the former controls and the court may give judgment accordingly." But the courts have been rather reluctant to set aside general verdicts and enter judgment on special findings, and in interpreting this provision they have made the test of inconsistency a strict one. The usual statement of this test is that the special finding will overthrow the general finding only when the antagonism is apparent on the face of the record and is beyond the possibility of being removed by any evidence admissible under the issues.," In determining this question the court will consider only the pleadings, the general verdict, and the answers to the interrogatories.-" The majority rule is that where special findings are contradictory and inconsistent with themselves they destroy each other and cannot effect the general verdict. 4 This rule seems to savor more of metaphysical logic than of common sense. In cases of this type, and also in cases of the preceding type, namely, where the special findings are inconsistent with the general verdict, it is submitted that there is a practical demonstration that the jury has misunderstood thejnstructions, has deliberately disregarded them or has made a clerical error in answering the interrogatories. Consequently the proper remedy should be to resubmit the case to the jury with appropriate instructions. If this is no longer possible, judgment should be rendered on the special findings, if The practice of submitting interrogatories is subject to two abuses. First, their form may be such as to mislead the jury, and secondly, an excessive number of questions may confuse the jury. There can be little doubt that the privilege of submitting interrogatories has been abused occasionally, 2 and that this abuse in some cases has resulted in entrapping the jury into an unintentional error. Although both under the statutes providing that the court "may" and under those providing that the court "shall" submit interrogatories, at the request of a party, trial judges have power to revise, revamp, and rearrange interrogatories and strike out repetitions and immaterial qdestions, naturally they have felt less hesitancy in doing so when acting under statutes of the discretionary type. Three states which have had statutes of the mandatory type have amended them so as to make them discretionaryu 3 ; and two other states have amended statutes of the mandatory type by expressly limiting the number of questions." The statutes of three states require the questions to be submitted to the adverse party or his attorneys before the argument to the jury is commenced.
Such provisions are perhaps helpful in remedying these abuses; but in the last analysis the main reliance must rest on the personal character and training of the trial judges.
Some of the advantages of submitting interrogat9ries are the following. (1)
They provide a method of checking up the correctness of the general verdict. This is undoubtedly their chief function; and the answers to them in many cases have furnished conclusive proof that the jury misunderstood the instructions, deliberately disregarded them or erred in applying them to the facts found. (2) They compel the jury to give a detailed consideration to important issues. Jurors are not accustomed to sifting issues, and are quite likely to jump at a general conclusion without methodically considering the evidence bearing on the real issues involved. Special interrogatories are especially valuable in that they compel the jury to consider the more important issues in their relation to the ultimate rights of the parties. (3) Answers to special interrogatories may show that some errors were not prejudicial and provide a basis for curing others. It not infrequently happens that the jury will find a certain fact to have been proved which in law is an insuperable barrier to a recovery in accord with their generael verdict. In such cases the error is often corrected and the ultimate rights of the parties settled at the trial without the expense and delay of a new trial.
Less frequently a special finding shows that certain errors were not prejudicial. Thus a finding of a particular issue in favor of the appellant may show that an erroneous exclusion of evidence as to that issue was not prejudicial, or a finding against the appellant on a particular issue may show that an error in an instruction or in the denial of a requested instruction was harmless. (4) Interrogatories have a salutary effect on the morale of the jury. The fact that the cloak of secrecy will be lifted and the court, the parties, and the public will see its findings on particular questions of fact, will probably make the jury more conscious of its responsibility. A jury which would on general principles return a large and unwarranted verdict where a railway company was a defendant or a pretty woman was a plaintiff might well shrink from a specific finding which it felt not authorized by the evidence.
No one would claim that special interrogatories will prevent or invalidate all perverse verdicts, for obviously a verdict of dishonest or corrupt jurors who had sufficient intellectual capacity to appreciate the effects of their answers to interrogatories and to harmonize them with their general verdict, would still be unassailable. It would be much more difficult for them to do this, however, than it would be if no interrogatories were submitted; and it is believed that by requiring the jury to return findings on particular questions of fact, we may fairly expect to escape most of the verdicts which are primarily the result of sympathy, prejudice and passion. The number of chance verdicts will also be materially reduced, for interrogatories compel the jury to do more than toss a coin and keep still about it, if their verdict is to stand. The absence of special interrogatories in modern English practice is doubtless primarily due to the fact that the English 306
